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It is compelling to realize that the additive manufactured part using wire feeding type directed energy deposition (DED)

process is subjected to undesired thermal effects, and induced residual stress during the manufacturing process. In order to

improve the quality of the manufactured part, the distributions of temperature and residual stress have to be understood to

manage the results of the processing of these materials. The objective of this paper is to investigate the influence of the

angle of corner deposition on the distributions of temperature and residual stress of the Ti-6Al-4V deposited bead, and the

substrate via thermo-mechanical finite element analyses (FEAs). In the same fashion, the formation of the heat affected

zone (HAZ) and the stress influenced region (SIR) are estimated from the measured results of the FEAs. Equally important,

it can be stated that from the estimated HAZ and SIR regions, the overlapping of undesired thermal effects and residual

stress between two beads fabricated by the wire feeding type DED process can be avoided at the design stage.
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NOMENCLATURE

P = Power of laser beam 

Q = Heat flux

DHAZ = Estimated depth of heat affected zone

Dp = Penetration depth of heat flux

Li,HAZ = Inner distance of heat affected zone

Li,SIR = Inner distance of stress influenced region

Lo,HAZ = Outer distance of heat affected zone

Lo,SIR = Outer distance of stress influenced region

Tm = Maximum temperature of specimen

re = Effective radius of laser beam on surface z = 0

rz = Effective radius of laser beam on surface z 

ri = Effective radius of laser beam on surface z = Dp

v = Travel speed of table

z = Z coordinate of the model 

ze = Z coordinate at surface of bead

η = Efficiency of heat flux

θ = Angle of corner deposition
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1. Introduction

Directed energy deposition (DED) is one of the important direct

metal additive manufacturing (AM) processes. DED utilizes

focused energy source such as laser, electron beam or plasma arc to

melt materials as they are being deposited onto the substrate.1-5 The

deposited material solidifies on the substrate as a bead. By

depositing the bead repetitively in a line-by-line and layer-by-layer

manner, a three dimensional structure can be fabricated.1-3,6 The

materials are supplied either in the form of powder or wire.1-4,7 In

comparison with the powder feeding type, the wire feeding type

DED process is capable to produce part at a higher deposition

rate and higher density with lesser material wastage and

contamination.1,8-11 Therefore, it is suitable for building part with

large volumes.2 The addictive manufactured parts are subjected to

cyclic heating and cooling during repeated material deposition.

Thus, undesired distortion and residual stresses are induced in the

parts.12-14 Residual stresses, particularly tensile residual stress, may

lead to formation of irregular cracks in the heat affected zone

(HAZ) and deleteriously affect the fracture toughness and fatigue

strength of the manufactured part.12,15-18

In order to understand the process and improve the quality of the

addictive manufactured part, the temperature and residual stress

distributions have been investigated experimentally.14,19,20 However,

only a limited number of experimental values on the part can be

obtained. Numerical analyses provide an excellent alternative

because it is cost-effective and capable to provide complete

thermal and mechanical distribution of the part throughout the

process.13,21-23

Some researchers have applied the numerical analysis to

estimate the thermo-mechanical characteristics on the fabricated

part. Single bead deposition represents the fundamental unit of

multi-layered deposition in DED process.11 Deus and Mazumder

performed a three-dimensional finite element analysis (FEA) to

estimate the temperature and residual stress distribution in straight

part deposited by laser cladding (LC) and revealed that pockets of

tensile stress are formed near the end of the clad.24 Chiumenti et al.

validated their thermo-mechanical FEA with ten layers straight

bead depositions and estimated the hot cracking risk area based on

continuum damage model on a cuboid structure fabricated by

shaped metal deposition (SMD) process.17 Anca et al. developed a

thermo-mechanical FEA model using a zero strength temperature

technique at solidus temperature to simulate the temperature and

residual stress of the straight wall structure fabricated by SMD

process.25 Ding et al investigated the change in stress of a straight

wall structure during the thermal cycles of the wire-arc additive

manufacturing (WAAM) process via a thermo-mechanical finite

element model.22 

Besides, numerical analyses have been used to investigate the

effect of process parameters on the temperature and residual stress

of the fabricated part. Mukherjee et al. investigated the change of

the stresses and strains on the multilayer deposition of straight

beads according to heat input and layer thickness.16 Denlinger et al.

studied the effect of dwell time between depositions on distortion

and residual stress of AM wall structures deposited with Ti-6Al-4V

and Inconel 625 using FEA.23 However, previous studies only

focus on variation of temperature and residual stress on straight

bead depositions. Besides, the geometry of the deposited bead

according to process condition is neglected.

In this paper, the influence of angle of corner deposition on the

distributions of temperature and residual stress of the Ti-6Al-4V

deposited bead and the substrate is investigated via thermo-

mechanical FEAs. The variation of heat affected zone (HAZ) and

stress influenced region (SIR) according to the angle of corner

deposition and the power of laser are quantitatively estimated.

From the results of examination, the overlapping of undesired

HAZ and SIR regions between deposited beads during deposition

can be avoided for a Ti-6Al-4V part fabricated by a wire feeding

type DED process.

2. Finite Element Analyses

In order to investigate the influence of the angle of corner

deposition (θ) on the thermo-mechanical characteristics of a wire-

feed DED process, three three-dimensional finite element models

of corner deposition bead with different corner angle are proposed,

as shown in Fig. 1. The deposition bead consists of two 20 mm

straight beads and a corner deposition bead with a radius of 5 mm

Fig. 1 Models of FEAs
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in between them. The angle between the two straight beads defines

the angle of the corner deposition. The straight beads are used

before and after the corner deposition in order to remove the

thermal transient effect at the beginning and end of a deposition

bead. The thermo-mechanical FEAs are performed using the

commercial software Sysweld V12.0. The bead and the substrate

are constructed using 8-node hexahedron solid element. The

material for the deposited bead and the 180 mm × 100 mm × 5 mm

substrate is Ti-6Al-4V. The material is represented by the

temperature dependent material properties of Ti-6Al-4V in the

FEA.26-30 A laser is used as the energy source in this DED process.

The travel speed of the table is set at 8 mm/s. 

The angle of corner deposition (θ) and power of laser (P) are

chosen as the primary and secondary parameters in these FEAs,

respectively. The angles at the corner deposition are set to be 60o,

90o, and 120o. The power of the laser is in the range of 1.5 - 2.5 kW,

as shown in Table 1. The shapes of the deposited bead according to

travel speed of the table (v) has been estimated from a Ti-6Al-4V

wire-feed DED experiment, as shown in Fig. 2.26 The shape of the

straight deposited bead is assumed to be maintained at the corner

deposition. The cooling time of the specimen after deposition is set

at 10 seconds.

A laser with a top-hat intensity distribution is applied as the heat

source for the DED process, as shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).26 The

effective radius of the laser beam (re) at surface of bead (z = 0) is

0.75 mm, as measured by a beam profiler.26 Calibrated penetration

depths and efficiencies for different power of laser by Chua et al.

are applied to the top-hat heat flux model.26

(1)

(2)

A natural convection condition with ambient temperature of

20oC is applied to the deposited bead and the substrate. The nodes

along the edge line at four corners of the substrate are constrained

translationally and rotationally. 

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Temperature Distribution and Heat Affected Zone (HAZ)

The influences of the angle of corner deposition and power of

laser on the temperature distribution on the specimens are

investigated via thermal FEAs, as shown in Fig. 3. The results of

thermal analyses for the same power of laser reveal that the heat is

higher at the inner region of the deposited corner than the outer

region of the deposited corner. The is due to the fact that the

Q
ηP

πre
2

--------=

rz re
z ze–

Dp

----------- ri re–( )+=

Table 1 Calibrated penetration depth and efficiency for heat flux26

P (kW) v (mm/s) Dp (mm) η (%)

1.5 8 0.2 60

2.0 8 0.2 45

2.5 8 0.2 40

Fig. 2 Estimated shapes of the deposited bead for different power of

laser26 (Adapted from Ref. 26 on the basis of open access)

Fig. 3 Temperature distribution of the specimens before and after

cooling process
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smaller angle of corner deposition consists the straight deposited

bead closer to each other after the deposition direction has

changed. Therefore, heat is accumulated within the small area at

the inner region of the deposited corner. Consequently, the

temperature on the specimen after cooling increases when the

angle θ decreases, as shown in Fig. 4. 

Besides, Figs. 3 and 4 reveal that the temperature on the

specimen increases when the power of laser increases for the same

angle of corner deposition. This is attributed that the higher power

of laser produces more heat on the specimen and results to a higher

temperature during the process.

From the results of the temperature distributions, the heat

affected zone (HAZ) at the deposited corner can be estimated. It is

known that the beta grain growth occurs near the HAZ to the weld

fusion line for Ti-6Al-4V.27 Hence, the HAZ is estimated by using

the beta transus temperature of 995oC for Ti-6Al-4V.11,31 The

estimated HAZs at the deposited corner are represented by the

region with a gray color, as shown in Fig. 5. It is revealed that the

shape of the HAZ is skewed towards the inner side of the corner

deposition. Therefore, the inner distance of HAZ is longer than the

outer distance of HAZ at the deposited corner. This is consistent

with the overall temperature distribution of the specimen that the

heat is accumulated within the small area at the inner region of the

deposited corner.

Fig. 6 shows the influence of the angle of corner deposition and

power of laser on the formation of the HAZ in the vicinity of the

deposited corner region. The HAZ extends towards the inner side

of the deposited corner when the angle of corner deposition

decreases, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Hence, the inner distance of HAZ

(Li,HAZ) increases and the outer distance of HAZ (Lo,HAZ) decreases

when the angle of corner deposition decreases. Besides, the depth

of HAZ (DHAZ) slightly increases when the angle of corner

deposition decreases, as shown in Fig. 6(c). This phenomenon

occurs because the smaller angle of corner deposition results to

larger amount of heat being accumulated at the small area at the

inner region of the deposited corner. 

From Fig. 6, it is revealed that the inner distance of HAZ, the

outer distance of HAZ, and the depth of HAZ increases when the

power of laser is intensified. The increase of heat flux contributes

to a higher fusion temperature on the beads. Due to the increased

temperature, the heat is transferred to a wider and deeper area

when the power of laser is increased.

3.2 Residual Stress and Stress Influenced Region (SIR)

The influence of the angle of corner deposition on the residual

stress distribution on the specimens after the cooling process is

Fig. 4 Maximum temperature of specimen after cooling process

Fig. 5 Estimated HAZs at the middle of corner deposition for

different θ and P 

Fig. 6 Inner distance, outer distance and depth of HAZ at the

deposited corner 
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investigated via thermo-mechanical FEAs, as shown in Fig. 7. The

thermal residual stress is induced when a cooler area contracts

faster than the others due to the temperature difference. The

residual stress at the deposited corner increases when the angle of

corner deposition becomes larger. For the same power of laser, the

larger angle of corner deposition has lower temperature than those

with smaller angle θ, as shown in Fig. 4. This reveals that a higher

cooling rate occurs at the deposited corner with larger angle θ.

Hence, a higher residual stress is formed at the corner of the bead

with larger θ. This trend is observed to be consistent for the cases

with same power of laser, which has the same cross section of

bead, as shown in Fig. 8. 

The residual stress distribution is crucial to estimate the stress

influenced region (SIR). The SIR is referred as the region that has

higher estimated thermal stress than the reference strength of the

Ti-6Al-4V. In order to avoid the part from fatigue failure, Chua et

al. apply the safety factor of 4.0 to the ultimate strength to estimate

the fatigue limit of the Ti-6Al-4V to be 170.5 MPa for the

deposition cases at the travel speed of table of 8 mm/s.30 Using the

estimated fatigue limit, the SIRs for different angle of corner

deposition and power of laser are predicted as the region with a

gray color, as shown in Fig. 9. The influence of the angle of corner

deposition and power of laser on the formation of the SIR in the

vicinity of the deposited corner region is shown in Fig. 10. 

The SIR greatly extends towards the inner side of the deposited

corner when the angle of corner deposition decreases, as shown in

Figs. 9 and 10(a). Therefore, the inner distance of SIR (Li,SIR)

rapidly increases and the outer distance of SIR (Lo,SIR) slightly

decreases when the angle of corner deposition decreases. This is

attributed that the formation of residual stress is peak at the inner

side of the deposited corner. The inner distance and the outer

distance of SIR at the deposited corner increase when the power of

Fig. 7 Residual stress distributions on specimen after cooling process

Fig. 8 Residual stress at the deposited corner for different power of

laser 

Fig. 9 Influence of the angle of corner deposition and the power of

laser on the formation of SIR 

Fig. 10 Inner and outer distance of SIR at the deposited corner 
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laser amplifies. The increase of power of laser results to higher

temperature in the bead. Therefore, the SIR grows when the power

of laser increases.

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, the effect of the angle of corner deposition and

power of laser on the temperature and residual stress of the

specimen for a corner deposition using a wire-feeding type DED

process was investigated by the application of uncoupled thermo-

mechanical FEAs. A three dimensional finite element model with

estimated profile of the deposited bead according to power of laser

has been adopted for the FEAs. 

The temperature distributions of the specimens were obtained

from the thermal FEAs. The results of the thermal FEAs reveal that

the heat is accumulated at the inner region of the deposited corner.

The temperature at the inner region of deposited corner increased

when the angle of corner deposition decreased. Subsequently, the

influences of the angle of corner deposition and the power of laser

on the formation of HAZ in the vicinity of the deposited bead were

examined. The inner distance and the outer distance of HAZ lay in

the ranges of 2.37 - 2.71 mm and 2.03 - 2.42 mm, respectively. The

inner distance of the HAZ was greater than the outer distance of

HAZ by the factor of 1.09 - 1.17 times. The depth of HAZ was

estimated to be in the range of 1.50-1.78 mm. 

A thermal stress distribution in the vicinity of the deposited bead

was investigated through thermo-mechanical FEAs. The residual

stress on the bead at the corner deposition lay in the range of 493.7

- 582.2 MPa. The SIR was predicted to avoid failure due to fatigue.

The inner distance and outer distance of SIR lay in the ranges of

3.0 - 10.7 mm and 6.2 - 7.7 mm, respectively. The increment of the

angle of corner deposition greatly reduced the inner distance of

SIR and slightly increased the outer distance of SIR. Hence, the

ratio of the inner distance to the outer distance of SIR varied by the

factor of 0.5 - 1.7 times. 

In the future, an additional thermo-mechanical analysis should

be carried out to investigate the influence of radius of corner

deposition on the HAZ and SIR. Finally, the appropriate gap

between adjacent beads should be investigated experimentally. 
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